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Learning Points 

Rarity of this disease makes the diagnosis challenging and to a high 
morbidity and mortality rates from associated complications.  

1. New treatments are being available and this case report shows a good 
response to a novel therapeutic that is not fully approved to the 
disease. 

Case Description 

Introduction 

Erdheim-Chester disease (ECD) is a rare non-Langerhans cell, lipid-laden 
histiocytosis with specific histological and radiological findings. [1] Its 

estimated there are 600 cases described in the literature. The disease 
usually presents between 40 and 60 years and its etiology is still unknown 
but BRAF proto-oncogene has been identified in the majority of ECD 
cases. 
The diagnosis of ECD is made with a combination of clinical 
presentations and imaging features, that may be present on other diseases, 
that is why the diagnose sometimes is established lately in the course of 
the disease. Heterogenous clinical manifestations depend on site and 

degree of involvement, but around 95% of ECD patients have skeletal 
involvement and bone pain is the main symptom. Apart from skeletal 

involvement, ECD may infiltrate eyes, endocrine organs, kidney, heart 
and central nervous system (CNS). [2] 
The differential diagnosis of ECD includes diseases such as Langerhans 
cell hystiocytosis, multiple sclerosis, Paget disease, amyloidosis and 
others. 

The first line treatment is interferon alfa although it might not be eligible 
for all the patients depending of the comorbidities and efficacy is limited 
against severe manifestations, specifically CNS and cardiovascular 
involvement. Treatment with other agents is based on case reports 
described in the literature. 
In this paper, we present an ECD case with multiple organs involved 
because of the delay between the initial symptoms and the diagnosis. To 
the best of our knowledge, this is one of the few cases reported from 

Portugal. 

Case report 

A 64-year-old female presented with elevated inflammatory markers for 
one year and symptoms related with her comorbidities, particularly bone 
pain and short of breath. Past medical history includes a stage III chronic 

kidney disease, diabetes insipidus diagnosed when she was 38 years old, 
Paget Disease, metabolic syndrome and ischemic cardiopathy.On 
admission to our appointment, the patient’s general appearance was 
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normal and hemodynamically stable. The initial laboratory workup 

revealed mild anemia (11.2 g/dL), normal white blood cell count and 
normal platelets. Chronic kidney disease was supported with creatinine of 
1.6 mg/dL. Liver function was normal. The inflammatory markers such 
as C-reactive protein (CRP) and the erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) 
were elevated - CRP: 106 mg/dL (reference values <5.0 mg/dL); ESR 93 
mm (reference values <20 mm). Patient had made a computed 
tomography (CT) in the near past that showed an anterior tissue 
densification in the thoracic vertebral column and kidneys with hairy 

aspect (Figure 1). 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Bilateral hairy aspect kidneys 
 
The patient underwent radiological studies, with bilateral (Figures 2 and 
3). 

 
 

Figure 2: Sclerotic changes across de humerus particularly in the 
diaphysis 

 
 

Figure 3: Skull showing sclerotic changes in the upper half 
 

F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) 
showed uptake in the skull, mediastinum, abdomen and long bones from 
arms and legs (Figure 4). 
 

 
 

Figure 4: F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-

PET) shows uptake in the mediastinum and abdomen 
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Cardiac MRI revealed a fibrotic structure next to the free wall of the right 
atrium.After these results we started questioning the past medical history 
of Paget Disease and diabetes insipidus and thought these findings 
probably would come from the same disease.A kidney and a bone biopsy 
were proposed but patient denied it for 4 years until she was admitted to 
the ward because of a cardiac dysthymia (needing definitive pacemaker) 
with decompensated heart failure, aggravated pericardium effusion and 
acute on chronic kidney failure. Surgery was proposed for 

intraperitonealization of the ureters and biopsy of the hairy kidney was 
consent after 4 years of an unknown disease in progression.Histological 
findings of the biopsy reported a diffuse infiltration by foamy histiocytes. 
On immunohistochemical (ICH) staining, the histiocytes were positive for 
CD68 and negative for CD1 and S100. Mutation of BRAF V600E was 
present and ECD was established.Once the diagnose of ECD was 
confirmed and because of its agressive nature and involvement in this 
patient treatment was started immediately. She had a psychiatric contra 

indication for interferon use and had no clinical conditions for BRAF 
inhibitors. She started treatment with tocilizumab 8mg/kg/month 
intravenous based on its use described in case reports.Our patient had a 
good response after starting tocilizumab. Until now she is under 
surveillance with a stable disease. 

Conclusion 

ECD is a rare, multi system histiocytic neoplasm characterized by tissue 
infiltration or organ encasement by CD68+, CD1-, S100-low/negative 
foamy histiocites. Heterogenous clinical manifestations depend on site 
and degree of involvement. Skeletal involvement with sclerotic lesions 
and radiotracer uptake is common. Other disease manifestations include 

neurologic symptoms due to CNS involvement, diabetes insipidus, 

constitutional symptoms and heart and lung involvement. When affected, 
CNS, lungs, heart and retroperitoneal space account for a severe 
prognosis. [3] 
In our patient diabetes insipidus was diagnosed when she was 38 and it 
might be the first manifestation of ECD, misinterpreted for almost 30 
years. The diagnosis of ECD is usually challenging due to the rarity of the 
disease and clinical overlapping with many other conditions. In our case 
patient was being followed in orthopedic appointment because of bone 

lesions thought to be related with a Paget Disease. The rarity and variable 
presentation of this disease usually leads to delayed diagnosis and to high 
morbidity and mortality rates from associated complications.  
With the progression of the disease until the diagnose is established 
sometimes patients may not be eligible for first line treatments, as 
occurred with our patient where we used tocilizumab based on case 
reports. 
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